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Conference venue
Weizenbaum-Institute
Hardenbergstrasse 32 (H:32)
10623 Berlin
Germany

How to get to the venue

H:32 building

By car
-

-

From north - Hamburg/Rostock (A24)
At the motorway junction Oranienburg take the A111 to Berlin Zentrum, and at the motorway
junction Charlottenburg turn onto the A 100. Leave at exit 6 Spandauer Damm and turn left at the
end of the slip road to turn onto Spandauer Damm (later Otto-Suhr-Allee). At the roundabout
Ernst-Reuter-Platz, take the second exit onto Hardenbergstraße. The H:32 building is on your lefthand side.
From Hannover (A2) and Leipzig, Nuremberg
Take the motorway A10 (Berlin Ring) to the Drewitz motorway junction, then the AVUS (A 115) to
Berlin-Zentrum. At the Funkturm follow the signs to Wedding, but then take the first exit to
Kaiserdamm. Turn left at the end of the slip road to turn onto the Kaiserdamm boulevard (later
Bismarckstrasse). At the roundabout Ernst-Reuter-Platz, take the second exit onto
Hardenbergstraße. The H:32 building is on your left-hand side.

By rail
At Central station take a regional train (RB14 destination Nauen, RE1 destination
Brandenburg/Magdeburg, RE7 destination Dessau, RE2 destination Wittenberge; 5 minutes) or S-Bahn
(S9/S3 destination Spandau, S7 destination Potsdam, S5 destination Westkreuz; 7 minutes) to
Zoologischer Garten. The venue (H:32) is only a three minute walk from Zoologischer Garten railway
station.

By plane
Tegel airport (TXL)
The airport is very close to H:32. Take the airport shuttle bus (X9) to Bahnhof Zoologischer Garten (20
minutes) or take a taxi (15-30 minutes depending on traffic).

Schönefeld airport (SXF)
The airport is across the city, so a taxi is expensive unless you can share the costs.
- At S-Bahnhof Flughafen Schönefeld take the regional train RE7 (destination Dessau) or RB14
(destination Nauen) to Zoologischer Garten (40 minutes). The venue (H:32) is only a three-minute
walk from Zoologischer Garten railway station.

Hotel
Aletto Hotel Kudamm
Hardenberstraße 21
10623 Berlin
The hotel is located diagonally across the street from the conference venue H:32.
Conditions of the reserved room contingent
- Accommodation period: 28.11. - 30.11.2018
- Reservations are possible until 15.10.2018
- Price of a single room incl. breakfast: 87,00 € / night
- Retrieval keyword: 3174215
- Reservations can be made by sending an e-mail to gr@aletto.de, mentioning name, address,
institution and retrieval keyword (3174215)
- Please bring along the filled-out city tax exemption form upon arrival

